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Introduction 
This guide is intended to be a beginner’s primer on bodyshapes. It doesn’t extensively 

catalog every bodyshape ever created, but instead tries to provide basic information about 

the most commonly used bodyshapes and create a jumping-off point for introducing new 

shapes into your game.  

 

Q: What’s a bodyshape?  

A: Generally speaking, a bodyshape is a new mesh to give your Sims’ bodies more diversity 

options than Maxis AM and Maxis AF. In common usage, it also means clothing meshes 

created for the new shapes or linked (“showerproof”) skintones. 

 

Q: Okay, what’s a showerproof skintone? 

A: A skintone that’s linked to the mesh. I.e. when the Sim is nude, the skin retains the 

bodyshape’s mesh instead of reverting to Maxis AF/AM 

 

Q: How do I get started? 

A: Select a bodyshape that interests you. For the purpose of this guide, I’ve divided them up 

some of the most common shapes into Androgyny, Female Body Realism, Female Curvy, 

Female Muscular, Male Body Realism, and Male Muscular. At this time, I haven’t included 

links to the locations where you can find those shapes, but I recommend checking out my 

Wordpress blogs as a good starting point. 

  



Each shape has the following information: 

BSOK Code: A code in BSOK (Bodyshape Organization Kit) that allows the mesh to be sorted 

by size 

Also known as: Other common names that the bodyshape is known as. 

Mesh by: The original creator of the mesh 

WSO action by: An indicator of whether the mesh as a WSO action (a handy Meshing Toolkit 

template that allows you to quickly convert meshes from Maxis AF/AM to the bodyshape), 

and who created the action. 

Feet: An indicator as to whether the mesh has Sexyfeet (a detailed foot mesh by Bloom that 

greatly improves the look of the mesh), Marviine feet (a somewhat lower resolution foot 

mesh, but still a vast improvement over Maxis blockfeet), or Maxis Blockfeet. 

Has linked skintones: Whether or not the shape has linked (showerproof) skintones available 

that won’t revert the Sim back to AF/AM when nude. 

Has anatomy bits: Indicates whether the nude mesh has nipples (for male and/or female) or 

and sculpted vagina (female) as opposed to Barbie meshes. 

 

 

For more information about BSOK: https://blueheavensims.wordpress.com/tools-and-

resources/bsok-bodyshape-organization-kit-v3b/ 

 

For more information about WSO actions: https://blueheavensims.wordpress.com/tools-and-

resources/my-wso-action-directory/  

  



 

Androgyny (male and female) 

BSOK code: AY Also known as: AyF and AyM 

Mesh by: Gothplague                

WSO action by: Lifa 

Feet: Blockfeet, Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: The meshes were created to be as similarly shaped as possible. The only noticeable 

differences between AyF and AyM are the heights of the pelvic floor and neckline, and the 

WSO actions are universally loved for their usefulness in creating gender-swapped clothes. 

  



 

Female Body Realism Sizes 

 

Well-Rounded Sim 

BSOK code: WR Also known as: Well-rounded, WRS 

Mesh by: Dr. Pixel                        

WSO action by: Lifa 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Slightly more full-figured that Maxis AF. 

 

  



Renaissance Gal 

BSOK code: RG Also known as: RenGal, Ren 

Mesh by: Warlokk                        

WSO action by: Lifa 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y  Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Fairly large and natural-shaped boobs, big butt, thick thighs. Warlokk was inspired 

by to create a more natural bodyshape, reminiscent of women in the Renaissance. 

 

MartaXL 

BSOK code: MX Also known as: MartaXL female 

Mesh by: MartaXL                       

WSO action by: N/A (hasn’t been made as of the publication of this tutorial) 

Feet: Blockfeet Has linked skintones: N Has anatomy bits: N 

    

Features: A fairly realistic full-figured shape. No significant updates have been made to the 

mesh. 

 

Momma Lisa 

BSOK code: ML Also known as: ML 

Mesh by: FrannieSims, Chris Hatch     

WSO action by: ocelotekatl 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Big natural boobs, wide upper arms, huge butt, thick thighs and calves. By far the 

most popular size for full-figured Sims.  



 

Female Curvy Sizes 
Faerie 

BSOK code: FE Also known as: Fae 

Mesh by: Warlokk                       

WSO action by: Lifa 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y  Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Very lean, with very small boobs. 

Fashion Model 

BSOK code: FM Also known as: FM, Model 

Mesh by: Warlokk                       

WSO action by: Lifa 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: The mesh has about the same proportions as Maxis Female, but with higher, perkier 

breasts, narrower waist, and slightly more rounded butt. 



FitChick 

BSOK code: FC Also known as: Fit 

Mesh by: Poppeboy                   

WSO action by: Lifa 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: The boobs are slightly larger than Maxis AF, and naturally shaped. The hips and 

thighs are a bit wider, and the calves are a bit more muscular. 

Sussi 

BSOK code: SS Also known as: Sussi 

Mesh by: SussisogoodSims         

WSO action by: ocelotekatl 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Medium-sized rounded boobs, Maxis-sized waist, and slightly curvier butt. 

 

  



Rio 

BSOK code: RO Also known as: Rio 

Mesh by: Warlokk, Julie J, ocelotekatl        

WSO action by: Lifa 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Slightly larger than medium, naturally-shaped boobs. Big juicy butt. Tapered thighs. 

In creating this mesh, Warlokk took his inspiration from Brazilian women (hence the Rio 

name). 

Classic Pin-Up 

BSOK code: CP Also known as: Pin-up, CPU 

Mesh by: Warlokk                       

WSO action by: Lifa 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y  Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Big round (slightly fake-looking) boobs, butt slightly smaller than Rio, tapered thighs. 

Voluptuous 

BSOK code: VG Also known as: VolGal 

Mesh by: Warlokk                       

WSO action by: Lifa 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y  Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Big natural boobs, Rio-sized bum, tapered thighs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Female Muscular Sizes 
Athletic Girl 

BSOK code: AG Also known as: AG 

Mesh by: Marvine                       

WSO action by: ocelotekatl 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y  Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Has arms and legs slightly more conditioned than Maxis AF. Boobs and butt are 

slightly bigger. 

 

 

  



Bodybuilder Girl 

BSOK code: BG Also known as: BBG 

Mesh by: Marvine, ocelotekatl       

WSO action by: ocelotekatl 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Significantly more defined arms and legs, Boobs and butt are slightly larger than 

AG. 

Amazonian 

BSOK code: AZ Also known as: AMAZ 

Mesh by: ocelotekatl                 

WSO action by: ocelotekatl 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Muscular arms and legs, medium-sized natural boobs and round butt. 

Death by Snu-Snu 

BSOK code: SN Also known as: SNU 

Mesh by: ocelotekatl                 

WSO action by: ocelotekatl 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y  Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Massive arms and legs, big natural breasts, big bum. 

  



 

 

Male Body Realism Sizes 

July77 Slim Male 

BSOK code: SL Also known as: Slim 

Mesh by: July77                          

WSO action by: ocelotekatl 

Feet: Sexyfeet Has linked skintones: Y Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Smaller, slenderer frame than Maxis AM 

  



MartaXL 

BSOK code: SL Also known as: MartaXL male 

Mesh by: MartaXL                      

WSO action by: N/A (hasn’t been made as of the publication of this tutorial) 

Feet: Blockfeet Has linked skintones: N  Has anatomy bits: N 

 

Features: Very round, soft shape. Most of the weight is in the lower torso. 

 

Bear Bodybuilder 

BSOK code: BR Also known as: Bear 

Mesh by: Marvine                       

WSO action by: N/A (hasn’t been made as of the publication of this tutorial) 

Feet: Marvine feet  Has linked skintones: Y  Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Has muscular arms and legs. The shape is essentially HBB with a large, rounded 

potbelly 

  



 

 

Male Body Muscular Sizes 

Lean Bodybuilder 

BSOK code: LB Also known as: LBB 

Mesh by: Marvine, SynapticSim, Kielan   

WSO action by: Lifa 

Feet: Marvine Feet Has linked skintones: Y Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Has well-defined legs and arms. The chest is thicker than Maxis AM, but the waist is 

narrower. Has visible abs. 

  



Slim Bodybuilder v2 

BSOK code: SB Also known as: SBB 

Mesh by: SynapticSim                

WSO action by: Lifa 

Feet: Marvine Feet Has linked skintones: Y  Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Has well-defined, slightly larger legs and arms. The chest is thicker than Maxis AM, 

and the waist has about the same proportions. Has visible abs. The v2 mesh was completely 

overhauled by SynapticSim to be a transitional size between Lean Bodybuilder and 

Bodybuilder. 

 

Bodybuilder 

BSOK code: BB Also known as: BB 

Mesh by: Marvine                        

WSO action by: Lifa 

Feet: Marvine Feet Has linked skintones: Y Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Has well-defined, muscular legs and arms. The chest is much thicker than Maxis AM, 

and the waist has about the same proportions. Has visible abs. 

 

Huge Bodybuilder 

BSOK code: HB  Also known as: HBB 

Mesh by: Marvine                        

WSO action by: Lifa 

Feet: Marvine Feet Has linked skintones: Y Has anatomy bits: Y 

 

Features: Has well-defined, muscular legs and arms. The chest is much thicker than Maxis AM, 

and the waist has about the same proportions. Has visible abs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This tutorial was brought to you by ocelotekatl @ https://blueheavensims.wordpress.com 
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